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Suppliers and Models
If you are a high quality wedding supplier in Norfolk or a model who
would like to join this collaboration please get in touch. Places are subject
to an accreditation process and agreement by current members.

Please note that supplier places are generally limited to one supplier
per category except for venues. If you are a Norfolk wedding venue and
would like to offer your facilities for a photo shoot in return for a
feature in a future edition of this magazine please get in touch.  Please
note that past photo shoot venues will continue to feature in future
editions of this magazine subject to conditions.

Telephone David Woodcock on 01603 402015 for more information.

2 Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Introduction
When you get engaged it is an exciting time planning your wedding day.
There is so much to plan and organise such as your venue, dress, makeup, hair,
photographer, flowers, cakes and lots more. You may have specific requirements
and be planning a fairy tale wedding that is every young girls dream, a Goth
styled wedding or a vintage wedding. Whatever your style it can be a daunting
task without some advice and guidance.

Special occasions such as school proms, graduation balls, birthday parties,
Valentine’s Day, and hen parties are other times when you may need to source
some specialist suppliers.  I am therefore very excited to be launching this
magazine with some of the best and highest quality wedding and special occasion
suppliers in the County of Norfolk. Our aim is to assist you with your planning
needs and to collectively show the services that we can provide for you.
We intend to make this an annual publication with photo shoots to demonstrate
and showcase our work. If you have any themes that you would like to see in
future editions please let us know.

Please enjoy reading this magazine and looking at the photos. I hope that will it help
you get the most out of your wedding or special occasion.

David Woodcock (Magazine Designer & Co-ordinator)
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The Collaboration Team

David Woodcock

David Woodcock Photography
T: 01603 402015 or 07933 070381

E: info@davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk
W: davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk

F: facebook.com/davidwoodcockphotography
T: twitter.com/@DWoodcockPhoto

Jane Watkin

Perfect Pamper
T: 07880 653076

E: info@perfectpamper.com
W: perfectpamper.com

F: facebook.com/perfectpamperparty
T: twitter.com/@perfectpamper

Julie Butcher

JB Bridal Hair
T: 01603 722345 or 07809 405278

E: julie@jbbridalhair.co.uk
W: jbbridalhair.co.uk

Maggie Rowland

Exquisite Boutique
T: 01603 416799

E: Maggie@norfolkprom.com
W: norfolkprom.com

F: facebook.com/Maggie.exquisite
T: twitter.com/MaggieExquisite
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The Collaboration Team - Continued

Rachael Pegg

The Florist Shops – Wroxham
T: 01603 783319

E: wroxham@thefloristshops.co.uk
W: thefloristshops.co.uk

F: facebook.com/floristwroxham
T:twitter.com/@FloristWroxham

Anna Duttson

The Norfolk Mead Hotel
T: 01603 737531

E: events@norfolkmead.co.uk
W: norfolkmead.co.uk

F: facebook.com/norfolkmeadhotel
T: twitter.com/TheNorfolkMead1

Amanda Lewis

China Angels
T: 01493 701187 or 07941 124335

W: chinaangels.co.uk

Nicki Gaskin

T:01603 262882
E: nicki@select-cakes.com

W: select-cakes.com

Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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The Collaboration Team - Continued

Inline Events

Sebina Rix
T: 01603 516408

W: inlineevents.co.uk
F: facebook.com/inlineevents

T: twitter.com/@InlineEntertain

Photo Shoot at the
Norfolk Mead Hotel
Dresses: Exquisite Boutique
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Makeup:  Perfect Pamper
Flowers:  The Florist Shop - Wroxham
Photographs: David Woodcock Photography
Models: Zoe, Amy, Lauren and Sebina modelling dresses for the bridal
feature and Fran modelling vintage and prom dresses for China Angels
and Exquisite Boutique

In July 2014 the suppliers featured in this magazine met at the Norfolk Mead Hotel in Coltishall
for a collaborative photo shoot. Many of the images in this magazine were taken on this day including,
bridal, prom and vintage.

Bridal
To challenge the group and to demonstrate the range of our work we decided to feature a range of
bridal styles from the traditional to the unusual. Each look was created so that the dresses, makeup,
hair, tiaras, hair pieces and bouquets each complimented one another. This is shown in the
resulting images.

6 Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Fairy Tale Bride

Every little girls dream is to have a fairy tale wedding and Zoe was the perfect model. The
co-ordinated flowing white and coloured dresses, tiaras, long blonde hair, pastel makeup, long lashes
and pretty flowers completed this look.

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Gothic Bride

The Goth bride is a very contrasting and alternative in style. We achieved the look by making use of lace,
ivory and strong dominating colours such as red, blue and black in the dresses. Amy just loved the
transformation into a Goth with a blonde hairpiece extension, a close crop of hair on one side with a red
hair piece, bold cherry lipstick, heavy eye makeup and a red and black bouquet.
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Grecian Bride

White is the traditional colour for wedding.  The Grecian bride look was modelled by Lauren with long
white and yellow flowing dresses, gold coloured eye makeup, long wavy hair and a crown of flowers with
matching bouquet of white lilies with green foliage.

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Film Star Bride

The film star bridal look was modelled by Sebina with white and strong coloured red and blue classic
styled dresses and traditional hair and makeup. The bouquet was bold, simple and elegant.

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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"David Woodcock provided me with an impeccable service: he paid close attention to the details of what I wanted
 before the wedding, and was generous with his time; on the big day, he arrived earlier and left later than I expected;
 he was friendly and efficient; and he sent me all the photographs in both high and low resolution format before I
 had even got home from my honeymoon. It was a pleasure to work with him, and I can whole-heartedly recommend
 him as a wedding photographer in Norfolk."

                                                                                                     Dr James Noyes

Gemma & Chris Hoskins

"When I married my partner Rhod there was no contest as to who we would choose to produce our wedding dvd.
David discussed with us personally what we wanted as our special memories of the day and also produced a
written list for us to fill in. We wanted something very informal of the venue, our guests enjoying the event and of
course ourselves.

On the day David arrived at the venue early looking very smart. He looked around the wedding venue for photo
opportunities prior to the wedding ceremony and also photographed our guests as they arrived. He was unobtrusive
during the ceremony and communicated with both the staff at the venue and our guests during the reception. He
carried out his brief to the letter and to our complete satisfaction. We are confident that clients will find his work
to be professional, of high quality and good value".
                                                                                         Rosemary & Rhod Tibbles

                                                                                                              2120

David Woodcock - David Woodcock Photography

T: 01603 402015 or M: 07933 070381
E: info@davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk
W: davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk

Hello I am photographer David Woodcock and I get to attend many weddings, meet people on one of the most
happiest days of their lives and at each wedding get the prime seat (or at least standing position) in the house.
It really is the best job in the world. Let my passion for photography tell the story of your wedding day.

Each wedding is very different and for this reason I do not fix the number of hours of coverage. Ranging from
£490 to £1,060 and in hourly increments between 2 and 8 hours my wedding  package includes:-
● A free no obligation wedding photography consultation;
● A pre wedding planning visit approximately 6 weeks before your wedding to finalise your list of

      photographs;
● A 2 hour pre wedding / engagement photo session as an opportunity to get some creative images and for

      us to get to know each other before your wedding day;
● Stunning, natural and elegant photography of your wedding by me in the style of  your choice and for the

      number of hours that you require;
● The post processing of images by me before they are presented  to you. I do not use third parties to process

      my images;
● Images supplied on either a crystal heart shaped USB memory stick available in different colours or on DVD

      in a presentation case;
● Use of a password protected personal online client gallery for you to share your wedding images with your

      family and friends. From here you will be able to download images to your computer, ipad, android tablet
      or mobile and purchase prints, canvas prints, and acrylics.

2 hours is ideal for registry office and small family weddings. 4 hours is ideal from arrival of the guests to the
start of the wedding breakfast. 8 hours is ideal for bridal preparations to the first dance. I will supply you with
high resolution images of your wedding suitable for you to purchase your own prints, canvases, acrylics,
wedding albums, photo books and other products.

To make the best use of your wedding images I can also supply you with a variety of other photographic
services and products for you to create a unique wedding photography package of your choice. If you want a
really top end package with full coverage, leather bound albums, a slide show, canvas prints and more I can
supply this too.

I also undertake portrait and events photography (including parties of all kinds). If you would like to commission
me to be your wedding, portrait or events photographer in Norfolk please get in touch to check on my
availability and to obtain a quotation.

Here is what some of my customers have to say about my photography.

Photos: David Woodcock Photography

"We were delighted with the photos that David captured of our wedding. We also appreciated the time he
spent with us beforehand to understand our requirements, as well as the engagement shoot, which helped to
 put us at ease on the day."

mailto:info@davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk
http://davidwoodcockphotography.co.uk


"Before my wedding I hadn't given much thought to photographs. I was an older bride and didn't think they
were that important. I gave David a short list of the family photos and left the rest up to him.

My husband and I were absolutely delighted with the photos David produced for us. They were
imaginative, creative, catching many special moments and very importantly he captured the essence of our
special day. David's unobtrusive approach meant that we were not ordered around, he just got on with the
job with friendliness and good humour.

We cannot thank David enough for leaving us with a very tangible reminder of our wedding day."

                                                                        Linda and Richard Middleton

 "When we got married in Cromer we wanted a low key, fun day, no fuss affair, with a photographer who
would understand that. We hated weddings where you would stand around for hours after the service
being herded this way and that by the photographer, so we certainly did not want that for our guests.

David took the time to ask what we wanted and did exactly that. With a few suggestions and ideas from
him he explained how we could achieve that and get the best out of our day.

Our photos were perfect. Every one commented on how nice the photographer was, very natural and
relaxed. Our Cromer pier and seaside shots were fun and David captured the evening reception brilliantly.
Our family and friends were really impressed and we got exactly what we wanted, lovely photos
completely reflecting our special day.   Thank you David."

                                                                            Chrissie & Charlie Grout

22 Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Jane Watkin - Perfect Pamper

T: 07880 653076
E: info@perfectpamper.com
W: perfectpamper.com

A one-stop shop for your beauty requirements and more!

Since starting Perfect Pamper back in 2009 we have gained several years’ experience of pampering
the public and now think we provide most beauty and relaxation needs a girl might want. So, let us
list some of the services we can offer you. There’s the regular beauty maintenance for example,
those nail gel in-fills, eyelash extension sets, eyebrow and bikini waxing, nice relaxing after work
facial or massage at our hair and beauty salons in Norwich. There’s the group booking spa-by-car
beauty treatment packages for bridal showers. There’s the facility for us to find you a venue in
Norfolk and Suffolk for you to hold your fun packed hen or birthday weekends. There’s our helpful
list of service providers that you can add to make your weekend even more fun packed. There’s a
bridal service with free hair and make-up consultation for the bride-to-be and a variety of packages
to suit all requirements and budgets.  There is our beauty service and packages for the prom girls,
our makeover photo shoots for the birthday girls, our boudoir photo shoot makeover packages for
the naughty girls, tea and pamper for the chilled girls, tarot and pamper for the mystical girls. So,
we guess that we can help you with most of your beauty and relaxation needs. If it’s not  listed on
our website doesn’t mean we can’t help.

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Photo: David Woodcock Photography
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Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Nails by: Sally-Ann Perfect Pamper
Photo: Supplied by Perfect Pamper

Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Julie Butcher - JB Bridal Hair

T: 01603 722345 or M: 07809 405278
E: julie@jbbridalhair.co.uk
W: jbbridalhair.co.uk

Hairdressing is my life! I love everything that it involves, though I am particularly passionate about dressing
hair and producing fabulous creations for the bride's special day. I would never have dreamt that 30 years
ago, when I first picked up a pair of scissors, hairdressing would still be giving me such a thrill. Styles have
changed, and I've had a few, but wedding hair has always maintained a romantic and feminine look. Even
short hair can be dressed, and by adding hairpieces, During my career I have owned two salons and have
also taught at the local college. I have completed numerous training courses with Toni & Guy, Wella and
 L'Oreal where I have developed the knowledge and experience necessary to achieve beautiful results.

Getting married can be one of the most stressful and enjoyable times of ones life, stressful, worrying about
if every detail is going to turn out right and enjoyable when it does, I like to meet my brides as much as
Possible. It's good to get to know them so I can really find out what they want. Some brides want to look
totally different on the day others just want to look  themselves with a little bit of glamour. At the practice
session we go through various styles it's amazing how many brides come in wanting one style and go out with
something completely  different, Photos are taken at all angles of the hair style so the bride can see how the
style looks 360 degrees.

On the morning of the wedding everything is in place, I usually prep the hair and then makeup is done then
the hairstyle is created. I always stay until the dress is on very often helping dress the bride, I check the
hair again and will place the veil in the hair.

I really do have the best job in the world.

26
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Maggie Rowland - Exquisite Boutique

T: 01603 416799
E: Maggie@norfolkprom.com
W: norfolkprom.com

Exquisite Boutique is a small shop bursting with a fabulous selection of dresses. We can offer appointments
to suit you, day or evening. Our opening times are Wednesday to Saturday 10am - 4.30pm appointments
are not always necessary.  Mondays and Tuesdays are appointment only.

At Exquisite Boutique we are committed to finding you the perfect outfit for any occasion. We stock a large
range of prom, evening, bridesmaid and wedding dresses along with matching accessories. Whether you
already have the ideal dress in mind or you don't know where to begin, our wealth of experience and relaxed
atmosphere is certain to help you get the dress of your dreams.

Prom is where it all started for us here at Exquisite and we have fitted every body type with every different
dress style and colour with the necklace and earrings to match! We aim to get you the dress that you love in
any colour you like, and customized to make it individual for you by one of  three talented seamstresses that
we use, all in time for your prom.

We list all the schools we deal with; we never sell the same dress in the same colour to the same school.
We have supported many schools over the last few years by supplying dresses for their fund raising fashion
shows.

Do you have a prom or evening dress taking up space that you no longer want, then bring it to us and we
will sell it on your behalf.

2012 saw Exquisite Boutique venture into the beautiful world of Bridal wear. Through careful selection we
have built up what we consider to be the perfect selection of dresses to suit every bride. Our wedding
section has something for everyone, whether you are getting married in a church, a registry office, hotel or
abroad. We cater for ladies of all shapes and sizes, from the petite to the more voluptuous in sizes 4-28.
Our passion lies with the range of pre-owned dresses that we stock, simply because we believe that they
are too beautiful to be worn only once and then put away and forgotten about. This is our contribution to
recycling. All of our dresses are customizable, so come along and see what masterpiece can be created just
for you. A selection of Prom, Evening, Bridesmaid and Wedding dresses are available to hire. Pre- owned
dresses are not available for hire.

Even if you do not find  your dress at Exquisite we know that you will leave our shop with a memorable
experience! We always advise buying from a shop rather than the web. Just because the picture on the
website looks beautiful doesn't mean the dress will!

Many websites use copyright protected images to advertise the gowns and lure you in. We have helped
several ladies and prom girls who purchased their dresses on line, some of the dresses were made of
inferior fabric , the wrong size and not the colour chosen.

A wedding dress which was made of Lining fabric turned up squashed in a jiffy bag! If you were lucky enough
to get the right sized dress in the right colour and fabric it would still need professional steaming.  If it seems
too good to be true, it usually is.
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Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

mailto:Maggie@norfolkprom.com
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We are 4 miles from the centre of Norwich with off road parking our address is 4A Hurn Road, Drayton, NR8 6BP

Before visiting us, take a look at our websites.

norfolkprom.com : For evening and promwear, to buy or hire
bridalatexquisite.uk : Bridal gowns and wedding accessories also pre-owned dresses
bridesmaidatexquisite.uk : Bridesmaid dresses to hire or buy
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Dresses: Exquisite Boutique
Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Dress: Exquisite Boutique
Makeup: Perfect Pamper
Hair: JB Bridal Hair
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Rachael Pegg - The Florist Shops – Wroxham
173 Norwich Road,  Wroxham, Norwich, NR12 8RZ

T: 01603 783319
E: wroxham@thefloristshops.co.uk
W: thefloristshops.co.uk

‘The Florist Shop’ in Wroxham has a reputation for impressive design work and is known as one of East Anglia’s
 ‘leading lights’ with an eye for detail and a devotion to customer satisfaction.

With an unwavering passion and a desire to make each client feel special, Rachael and her team’s unique
approach continues to make every smiling bride’s heart bounce as they receive their flowers on their special day.
(And we like the bride-grooms to be involved in the fun too!)

With an ever-increasing collection of thank-you cards, Rachael tells us that “more brides than ever, when we
ask where they heard about us, have come to us because they were so amazed by the wedding flowers and the
service that their friend or sister or cousin had received from us!”

From our first contact with any client, we like to make them welcome, we like them to feel at ease with us and
they know that whatever ideas they have, we are here to listen, to create their dreams and whatever their
occasion we are here to serve them at all times.

Rachael and the team have designed a wide variety of wedding flowers throughout Norfolk over the last two
decades and with a wealth of knowledge and experience, their bespoke approach can truly inspire your special
day.

What’s our purpose? We believe in our people, our customers, our friends, we appreciate each and every one
of them, we build dreams, bringing them to reality, working to make a difference through our vision,
commitment and determination that, whatever is asked of us our answer is “We can do it” and that is what
The Florist Shop in Wroxham will continue to strive to achieve, in all aspects of floristry.

Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photo: David Woodcock Photography
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Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography

Flowers: Florist Wroxham
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Anna Duttson - The Norfolk Mead Hotel

T: 01603 737531
E: events@norfolkmead.co.uk
W: norfolkmead.co.uk

The Norfolk Mead Hotel is the picturesque Country house venue for your wedding. The fully refurbished 1740’s
Georgian manor house has perfectly combined the most ornate of its original features with modern décor and
accessories, making stunning photo opportunities in every corner. The Hotel is situated on the river Bure in the
pretty village of Coltishall, just fifteen minutes from the Norwich International Airport. The location boasts 7
acres of grounds with woodlands, landscaped gardens with rivers and even private mooring, and the beautiful
building itself makes a spectacular backdrop centrepiece.

The Norfolk Mead has the perfect venue for your wedding, whether it’s an intimate ceremony in our main
Dining Room for up to 40 guests, or our exclusive venue in our grounds for up to 200 guests.
Executive Chef Anna Duttson will work with you individually to create your perfect menu, from exquisite
canapés to an elaborate three course breakfast. Any quotation will be individually tailored to your needs and
requirements for your day. The exclusive 'Garden Room' venue in the grounds of the Norfolk Mead Hotel is
ideal for events of any size.  Located in the walled garden, the venue has a private bar and the entire hotel can
be hired if your guests require rooms for the evening. The Norfolk Mead also holds a wedding licence, so they
can host your civil ceremony in their beautiful grounds.

James and Anna, the owners of the Hotel, come from a catering background and after travelling the world
and catered for national and international clientele in Dubai and southern France they decided on their next
venture in hotel industry. They both love food and are masters in knowing just what to do with it, coupled
with providing a bespoke service for all occasions.
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Venue: The Norfolk Mead Hotel
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Venue: The Norfolk Mead Hotel
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Venue: The Norfolk Mead Hotel
Photo: David Woodcock Photography

Venue: The Norfolk Mead Hotel
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Amanda Lewis - China Angels

T: 01493 701187 or M:07941 124335
W: chinaangels.co.uk

Your Vintage style Wedding or Special Occasion

Vintage styling has been very fashionable for some time now, but while fashion is fickle, vintage style has become
a firmly established favourite and is here to stay… You only have to browse on the internet to find period gems
from clothes to jewellery and furniture to cars. Etsy specialises in vintage pieces and craft items while Pinterest
is crammed with beautiful vintage themed DIY and craft ideas. Both offer inspiration for weddings and parties.

Selected vintage china and period style accessories are a wonderful way to bring unique quirky character and
charm to your special occasion or wedding and will be admired by guests as a focus or talking point

40

Vintage China: China Angels
Photos: Supplied by China Angels

Teapot and sugar bowl used for flowers

‘Trios with bows’, teapots, milk jugs and sugar bowls at a wedding

Vintage styling is both versatile and creative. If you are the creative type, charity shop or car boot sale sourced
items are a great starting point for unique room and table accessories. When used for floral displays vintage
pieces such as bone china tea pots or sugar bowls are effective table centre pieces. Tiered cake stands can
blossom into floral extravaganzas. Period mirrors and glassware bring extra light and sparkle to the table.
Afternoon tea is popular with many brides and grooms for their wedding day. Two and three-tier vintage cake
stands are spectacular piled up with cakes and goodies. Hired vintage items can be mixed and matched with
standard china to keep costs down. Once on hire, vintage crockery can also be used more than once during
an event – working equally well for afternoon tea, dinner or a buffet.

Vintage China: China Angels
Photos: Supplied by China Angels
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 ‘Call The Midwife’ vintage bicycle

China Angels (located in Freethorpe, Norfolk) specialises in the hire of vintage china tea ware & accessories.
They have a large collection of around 250 trios (a tea cup, saucer and tea plate), tiered cake stands, teapots,
milk jugs and sugar bowls. Tea table accessories include table cloths, glass serving and desert bowls, tea trays,
tray cloths and tea cutlery. All items are high quality and come in a variety of pretty designs. Hire starts at
 £1.70 for a china trio. China Angels also has props and for a modest fee a vintage step ladder, easel, chalk
board, bunting and a bicycle can be hired and used for floral displays, seating plans and cards/messages. The
exterior and gardens of a venue can also be decorated with small tableaux and signposting to set the scene.
China Angels ‘Call The Midwife’ bicycle looks charming in a courtyard or propped at the front door.
Looking for the top-to-toe retro experience? China Angels also hire vintage ladies party wear and currently
hold a selection of 1950s full-skirted and 1960s mini dresses. They are happy to source vintage outfits for
clients on request.

Vintage 1950s full-skirted prom dress
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Vintage Accessories: China Angels
Photos: Supplied by China Angels

1950s dress with petticoat

1960s Mini Dress

Vintage Dresses: China Angels
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Glassware and vintage mirror

China Angels caters for all sizes of events including weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, christenings and
garden parties. They work with most colour schemes or mix and match china. With bags of character, a
vintage themed event will add charm to any setting and works well in modern and rustic surroundings
alike.  Your event is bound to be a nostalgic and memorable experience too…

For help and inspiration for your vintage event and for a hire quotation contact China Angels.

Outdoor tableaux
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Vintage China: China Angels
Photos: Supplied by China Angels

Vintage China: China Angels
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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Nicki Gaskin - Select Cakes

T: 01603 262882
E: nicki@select-cakes.com
W: select-cakes.com

If looking for a beautiful wedding cake, with a delicious taste and at an affordable price, then look no further.
Taverham based Select Cakes pride themselves on creating beautiful sugar masterpieces without the high price
tag. With twelve years experience in sugar artistry Select Cakes have built a reputation for quality and reliability
and are highly recommended by several local wedding venues including the prestigious Holkham Hall.

Whatever your style Select Cakes can create your dream wedding cake. Whether it’s traditional, contemporary,
comical or cupcakes they can provide you with a cake of breath taking beauty. They use the finest ingredients to
create a deliciously moist and flavoursome cake of superior quality. Also offering a whole host of wedding
favours and desserts they really can provide everything you need to satisfy those sweet cravings.

Nicki of Select Cakes says “We started Select Cakes in 2010 and the business has grown year on year. We have
had some amazing endorsements for our work and are proud to be associated with Holkham Hall. Never did
we imagine when starting out that our work would become so highly recommended. We try to offer a relaxed,
friendly and approachable service putting our brides at ease and therefore getting more input from them as they
feel comfortable with sharing their ideas however different  they may seem”.

One of Select Cakes biggest commissions was to recreate the royal wedding cake for a local client. The cake
was to be 8 tiers high and as wide as the doorway, all precisely measured to ensure that it would go through!
After hours of hand piping and creating sugar flowers the masterpiece was complete. Nicki says “This was our
biggest commission to date and an extremely rewarding if not daunting challenge.
The main thing was ensuring that we would be able to get the cake to the venue and through the doors. As
we didn’t have the luxury of building and decorating it at the venue we had to construct it in our studio and then
transport it, which was extremely nerve wracking. Amazingly we did it without having to make any repairs and
the result was breath taking”.

Whilst Nicki loved the challenge of creating such a huge masterpiece she acknowledges that all her cakes,
whatever their size, are just as important as each other, helping to make each bride and grooms big day special.

If you would like Select Cakes to create that special cake for you then contact Nicki for a no obligation chat and
tasting. She will be more than happy to meet you and discuss your requirements.
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Cake: Select Cakes
Photos: Supplied by Select Cakes

A selection of Select Cakes

Cakes: Select Cakes
Photos: David Woodcock Photography 47
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Inline Events - Sebina Rix

T: 01603 516408
W: inlineevents.co.uk

Inline Events is a full time events company offering the very best in entertainment, venue decor and fun food
for your special occasion. From discos to dance floor, hanging lanterns to starlit backdrops, chocolate fountains
and mobile bars we have it all.

When it comes to planning your special event - it always helps if you can have a rough idea of the style you
are trying to achieve. Even if you use other sources to have other peoples ideas so you can show your
event team, we can then create an individual style for you. Just because you are showing us an idea of the
type of thing you like doesn’t mean we will replicate it identically! We will add our own imagination to it and
create something different.

Our services include: events management and planning, marquees, premium discos, uplighting, chocolate
fountains, candy buffets, table centrepieces, starlit backdrops, dance floors, mobile bars, chair covers and
sashes, draping and marquees.

Rest assured booking with Inline Events your booking will be dealt with in a professional manor. We own,
mange and supply most of our own services meaning you can count on us to supply a top notch service.

If you have a venue needing a little input from our team please get in touch today to see how we can help!

The Starlight Backdrop & Portrait with Backdrop
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Starlight Backdrop: Inline Events
Photos: David Woodcock Photography
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